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There are five obligatory prayers in everyday.
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1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Direction: choose the best answer.

The dawn prayer consists of ......................... rak'as.

three two four seven

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Salat al-isha, the night prayer, consists of four rak'as but two for ......................... .

fathers workers travellers students

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is strongly ............................. that every prayer should be performed at the begining of its

proper period.

rejected recommended refused returned

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The .......................... is the direction in which the prayer has to be performed merely in a straight

line to the Kaba.

qibla qasam nadhr hekma

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If someone performs the prayer wearing ritually unclean clothing, the prayer is invalid.

not acceptable right hard not necessary

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is, in general, unlawfull for men to wear silk garments.
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7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of the following is allowed to pray with unclean clothing if it is very difficult for her or

him to clean it?

a man who is worker a women who is nursing 

a man who travels over a long distance a woman who is a housekeeper

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is strongly emphasized not to miss the congregational prayer.
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9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Islam lays great emphasis on the performance of prayers in the ...................................... .

universities schools baths mosques

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Painting pictures of animate creatures such as humans or animals is forbidden in holy places.
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11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Men must recite the two suras in the two-rak'a prayer of the morning aloud.

*+�, +� *+�, !-��� *+�, .��$ *+�, /�"�

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of the following is the translation of   :;�� <�3 =� >��

God hears the one who praises Him. Such is God, my Lord.

Glory be to my Exalted Lord. I ask forgiveness of God.

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

If the doubt occurs after the time of the prayer has passed, one should ignore the doubt.
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14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Immediately after the prayer has been finished, the worshipper should make the intention.
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15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of the following is the definition of salat al-qasr?

complete form of the prayer place of the prayer 

shortened form of the prayer correct pronunciation of the prayer

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The compensatory prayer is a prayer which is performed for a prayer which has not been

performed during its proper time.
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17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is possible for the eldest son to ........................... some one to perform the prayers for a parent's

omitted prayers. 

reject creat forget hire 

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of the following is NOT the condition of the prayer-leader (Imam)?

being sane being of legitimate birth

knowing the precepts of purity for prayer being of a famous and great family

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There must not be any obstruction between the prayer-leader and anyone in the congregation.
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20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of following is the translation of: ?@���3� (�A ;A

Glory to God God is Greater

The prayer has commenced Lead us on the straight path

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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If a person joins the prayer in the second rak'a, it is considered to be his ....................... rak'a.

first second last third

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This prayer is an obligatory prayer during the presence of the Imam al-Mahdi, but in his absence it

is an alternative obligation. This prayer is called.............. .

the prayer for ayat the friday prayer

the daily prayers the prayer for the dead

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The sermons must be delivered by the prayer-leader in the standing position.
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24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The friday prayer leader should pray for God to ............ people.

punish refuse destroy forgive

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The friday prayer must consist of at least .............. persons including the prayer-leader.

five ten seven two

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The late-night supererogatory prayers consist of eleven raka's and should be

performed ........................ .

after sunrise after midnight at noon in the morning

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Holy Prophet said: Ramadan is a month of endurance, and the reward of it is paradise.
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28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The holy Qur'an says fast was also prescribed by the former prophets.
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The religious taxes —khums and zakah— are not voluntary acts of charity but obligatory duties.

jobs years materials tasks

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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